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Xepta
autoBalance

100ml test tube

Silicone hose
(5 meters)

Power Supply

5ml test tube

Beaker

pH Probe

Hoseholder

Stirrer magnet

x4

Place the autoBalance
Place the autoBalance over a flat surface or wall-mounted (use
the holes template). In any case must be placed completelly
horizontal. And protected from water and splashes

Led and App colors codes: BLUE: “Stand by” status, waiting to be programmed. GREEN:
Normal function status. RED: Error, (check the App): pump or probe calibration error/out of
calibation/empty deposit.

Installation
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Install the autoBalance
a. Open the door by pressing the slot.
b. Insert the magnet into the beaker.
c. Remove the “hoseholder” by pulling it, and place the hoses
inside the beaker.
d. Put the beaker in its place, and the “hoseholder” at the same
time. Make sure the rigid hose (Water Out) is in contact with the
bottom of the beaker.

Keep the pH probe with his conservative container. Don´t install the ph probe until step 8.
More than 2 minutes without been sumerged may cause irreversible damage.

Hoses
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Use the quick connectors on the front of the
autoBalance.

Connections

Make the connections as you see in the layout, to
connect every hose. Each hose is identified in the
autoBalance door.
Keep in mind all warnings.
Don´t connect to the aquarium the “Ca out”, “KH out”
and “Trace Out” hoses, until you prime them in step 6.

Max length: 150cm/60In
!

(Less distace, less aquarium
water consumption)

Water out

Trace out

Kh out

Ca out

Reagent

Trace feed

Kh feed

Reagent

Discard

To aquarium

! Waste deposit´s
level under the
autoBalance

Reagent

Trace

KH

!

Ca

Place it
slightly bellow
autoBalance
level

Aquarium Water in

!

Ca feed

Max length: !
25cm/10In

Every hose
completely
submerged to the
bottom and upright

Connect to the autoBalance

App
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a. Download and install the Xepta autoBalance
App from Google Play, or from
xepta-reef.com/app/autobalance/ (you must allow “Unknown
sources” from Setting > Security in you android
device)
b. Plug the autoBalance in. You must see a blue
light from the logo-led.
c. Open the Xepta autoBalance App. Wait until the
autoBalance is detecte an follow the instructions.
d. Once the autoBalance has been detected,
disconnect the data network (3G/4G/5G) and
connect the autoBalance to your WiFi network
(recommended option)* or choose direct
connection (lower stability).
(*) Wait until the autoBalance reboots, and is
connected to your WiFi network.

Troubleshooting

Warnings

Unplug and plug the power supply in, to
reboot the autoBalance.

Your device must be connected to the same
WiFi Network as the autoBalance, WIFI 5Gis
not compatible with autoBalance .

If you type the wrong password, the
autoBalance won´t be able to connect to the
WiFi network, and will turn to a Wi-Fi
AccessPoint, so you can retry, if not: unplug
and plug the autoBalance.
You may change the Wi-Fi Network and
password settings, from the
App>Settings>Wifi.
In case the App can´t detect the
autoBalance: Try the manual way: Go to the
WiFi networks list of your mobile device.
Choose the “AutoBalance Access Point”,
insert “123456789” password (accept that
the Wi-Fi network is a No Internet Access).
Reopen the app. You must be connected.

The autoBalance must be connected to the
WiFi network or become an Wi-Fi
AccessPoint. You must see “AutoBalance
Access Point” network in you Wi-Fi lists of
your device.
Since the direct connection is a Wi-Fi
conection without Internet access, you can
control the autoBalance but you may not
have Internet Access, or will be throug the
data network (3G/4G/5G). In some devices
you must disable the data network to
communicate to the autoBalance.

Set up the autoBalance
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From the App menu:

Settings

a. Check if the firmware is updated: Settings>Update
firmware. The app will check if you have latest firmware for
your device. In case you want to update, follow the
instructions from the App. At the end the autoBalance will
reboot.
b. Date and time: Settings>Date and time. Tap “Set time” the
App will set the autoBalance date an time.
c. Aquarium Volume: Settings>Aquarium Volume

autoBALANCE
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Settings
Date time

™

d. Hose Length (the length of the “Water In hose” from the
aquarium to the autoBalance): Settings>Hose Length. This is
to discard the water of the hose, as is aquarium water from
the previous analysis. It is recommneded to insert a bigger
value than the real one.

Aquarium Volume
Hose Length

a

Purge/prime
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Prime the hoses
a. Open the autoBalance´s
front door to see how the
hoses are filled. (See step 2.a)
b. In the app go to “Purge
pumps”, and tap “Aquarium
water in” until the water
reaches the beacon and the
hose is primed.
c. Repeat the process for
“Reagent”, “Ca in”, “Trace in”
and “Kh in” to prime the hoses.
One at a time.
Use “Water out” to empty the
beacon.

b
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Purge pumps
Aquarium Water In
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Calibrate the
pumps
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Calibration

Calibrate the pumps is
essential to get accuracy.
The hoses must be
completly primed before
you begin the calibration.
a. Remove the “hoseholder”
and the beacon at the
same time pulling them.

b

b. Remove the beacon
c. Put the “out” end of the hose in
the test tube (100 ml test tube, 5ml
test tube only for reagent pump).

g

d
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Insert the value
Calibrate
for WaterPumps
In Pump
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Calibrate Pumps

58 In
Aquarium Water
Cancel
Ok

Aquarium Water In

Reagent
PUMP

d. Start the calibration from the App.

Water In / Ca / KH / Trace
PUMP
e
1min

e

1min

c

Feed

Feed

58

Ca
Ragent

e. Wait until ends. (60 seconds)
f. Check the filled volume.
g. Insert the value in the App. (If the
App has been closed during the
process, insert the value by tapping
the pencil icon)
h. Repeat the process for each
pump. (Water out pump does not
need to be calibrated)

100ml

5ml

Pumps
layout

a

f

KH

i. Connect the “Ca out”, “KH out” and
“Trace Out” hoses to the aquarium.
And place the beacon and
hoseholder in its place (Step 2.d)

Trace

Water Out Water In

Calibrate the
pumps once a
month is
recommended

pH Probe

Probe calibration
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Calibrate the pH probe is
essential to get accuracy.
a. Remove the protective
container and dry it with a soft
cloth.
b. Plug the probe to the
autoBalance.

c

autoBALANCE
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Probe Calibration
pH4: Not calibrated

c. Go to calibration>pH Probe and Tap
“Start calibration”. Follow the instructions
from the App:

pH7: Not calibrated
Start calibration

c.1. Immerse the electrode into the
Xepta pH4 calibration solution.

c.2

c.2. Wait until pH4 is calibrated.

c.1

c.3. Immerse the electrode into the
Xepta pH7 calibration solution.
c.4. Wait until pH7 is calibrated.

e

e. Insert the pH probe in its position (See drawing)
and go to Menu > Purge and tap “Water In”, to add
water into the beacon, to keep the probe eletrode´s
sumerged.
autoBALANCE
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Purge pumps
Aquarium Water In

Keep the pH probe sumerged. More than 2 minutes without been sumerged may cause
irreversible damage.
Calibrate the pH probe once every 2 weeks is recommended.

Analysis
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Programming

Programme from 1
to 24 daily
automatic KH tests.
(Recommended
from 4 to 12).
a. Go to
Analysis/programmi
ng > KH Analysis >
Autoanalysis
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Fluid levels

Fluid levels
Reagent tank
Trace tank
Kh tank

0%
87%
100%
0%

™
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a

KH Analysis Settings

b

Analysis Programming
Number of daily analysis

c
d

-
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autoBALANCE
Save
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KH Analysis Settings
Analysis Programming
Analysis
Time of
the firstschedule
daily analysis

00:00
8:00
Number 06:00
of daily analysis
4
12:00
days
18:00

e

Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su

Cancel

save

Save

Fluid levels

f

Ca Tank

autoBALANCE

Ca Tank

Tank quantity

Liters

Reagent tank
Trace tank
Kh tank

Cancel

0%

Gallons

87%

100%

Ok

0%

f. Go to fluid levels, tap the
Reagent tank and insert the
quantity. Try to be precise, so
the autoBalance could alert you

autoBalance won’t dose anything until the second valid analysis.
autoBalance will achieve good accuracy after 3 or 4 analyses
In dosage auto mode: few minutes after the analysis, the dosing period begins.
You may change the daily dosages in the Dosage section. Dosages periods are
allways related to analysis.
You can perform a manual analysis, at any time, if the system is calibrated and in
a stand by mode. But this could affect to the dosage periods.
The lifetime results of the analysis are stored in the autoBalance memory, not in
the App.
The autoBalance could dismiss out of range results, and will repeat the analysis.

10.1
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a

Ca Dispenser
Mode Automatic

Dosage

Ca Percent dose

b

80%

100%

120%

Daily dosages

e

-
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+

save

Auto mode
In auto mode and using Xepta Reef Balance™, the
autoBalance will calculate and dose all the ionic salts
consumed by coral growth, and the supplementation
of Ca, Mg, and KH.
a. Go to Dosage>Ca dispenser and select automatic.
b. You may change de dosage percent, between 80%
to 120%, if you want. Keep it in 100% (recommended)
until you feel that is necessary to change it.
c. Save and repeat step “a” and “b” for Trace dispenser
d. Save and repeat step “a” for KH dispenser
Check the next doses: Dosage>KH/Ca/Trace disepenser>info.
Check the dosage values regularly in auto mode, and intensely the first days of operation.
You may use each dispensers in automatic or manual mode. Or don´t use it at all.

Dosage

10.2
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Ca Dispenser
Mode Manual
Weekdays
Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su

Quantity to dispend daily
17ml
Daily dosages

d

-
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Manual mode
You may turn any of the dispensers to a manual
mode, and use it as a independent dispenser pump,
so you will have up to 3 dispensers for whatever
dosage purpose.
a. Go to Dosage>Ca dispenser and select manual.
b. Select the weekdays.
c. Insert the daily dose, autoBalance will calculate the
dose, from the number of daily dosages
d. Insert the number of daily dosages.
f. Save

You may use each dispensers in automatic or manual mode. Or don´t use it at all.

How to get good accuracy
Keep pumps and the probe calibrated (Pumps once a month,
probe twice a month).
Don´t pollute the calibration solutions.
Purge the hoses if you find bubbles. Specially the reagent hose.
Make sure the rigid hose (Water Out) is in contact with the bottom
of the beaker.
Programme at least 4 daily analyses. If not the probe may be out
of calibration.

How to get your aquarium balanced and
healthy reefs
Use Xepta Reef Balance™
Use a pharma grade supplementation
Follow the above advices to keep autoBalance with good accuracy.
Use the automatic dosage
Xepta no se hace responsable de los daños causados por el mal uso del autoBalance,
mala puesta a punto, mantenimiento insuficiente fuera de lo recomendado, instalación
defectuosa, uso del sistema sin las actualizaciones recomendadas, problemas de
conexión o de suministro eléctrico, etc. Para asegurarte del buen funcionamiento del
sistema manten una vigilancia exhaustiva, el sistema está diseñado para funcionar con
cierta autonomía y caución, pero como todo sistema electrónico puede fallar. Úsalo con
responsabilidad.

